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Cleaning, repairing & maintaining your centerfire rifle has never been easier! Gun Digest Book of
Centerfire Rifles Assembly/Disassembly 3rd Edition is the indispensable guide to DIY
disassembly, repair and reassembly of today's most popular centerfire rifles.Step-by-step
disassembly and reassembly instructions cover 68 popular models and hundreds of closely
related variants. Plus, this revised and expanded edition includes the addition of newer rifles
from CZ, HK, Howa, Mossberg, Remington, Rossi, Ruger, Savage, Springfield, Thompson/
Center and more!Detailed photographs and clear, simple instructions make it easy to
disassemble and reassemble a wide range of modern and vintage models.Gun Digest Book of
Centerfire Rifles Assembly/Disassembly 3rd Edition is your go-to source for time- and money-
saving disassembly techniques for today's hottest firearms.

About the AuthorKevin Muramatsu regularly writes gunsmithing columns for Gun Digest the
Magazine, is reloading editor for the Gun Digest annual book, and authored the most recent
editions of Gun Digest assembly/disassembly books for rimfire rifles, pistols, and shotguns.
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Shooter's Bible Guide to Firearms Assembly, Disassembly, and Cleaning AR-15 Rifle Builder's
Manual: An Illustrated, Step-by-Step Guide to Assembling the AR-15 Rifle The Gun Digest Book
of Shotguns Assembly/Disassembly The Complete Guide to Gunsmithing: Gun Care and Repair



kyle, “Helpful. Its super easy to follow the book. It will make you a good gun Smith at least with
takedown and reasably.”

Laar, “Very useful if and only if your model is covered. This like many of the gun digest assembly/
disassembly guides this book is very well written and well illustrated.Like all of these guides if
your fire arm is included the guide is of great value. If not included be very careful.This book
should be supplemented with exploded views of the fire arm.”

patrick williams, “Good to own but Walks you into a disassembly but does not walk you out..
Some of the printing is a bit dark. To many reprints. Walks you into a disassembly but does not
walk you out.”

Jacob F., “Nice basic book. Nice basic book, it's in black and white and does not go as far in
depth as you would expect. If you know how things are put together you don't need to buy this
book.”

solomon Rosson, “Great resource.. Knowledge is power. I absolutely love these books they have
so much knowledge and they give exactly what you need to disassemble and reassemble your
firearm.”

Debbie Sego, “Four Stars. Had what I needed for my guns. Also thinking of buying the pistol
book.”

Bill Warner, “Great product from a great seller. Great product from a great seller”

Terry Trout, “Gun Digest Centrefire assemble/disassembly.. Excellent content, so many
manufacturer models covered & additional comments for each type. Pictures are clear &
concise, although the pages are flimsy & can rip easily if not careful. I would assume you need to
keep oil & dirty marks off the pages or they will show signs of wear. A lot of detail & comments to
maintain guns I may purchase in the future.”

Simon Russell, “Good. Good”

Terry H., “Properly-is the key to this book!. Excellent resource material! If your into cleaning &
restoring your own gun collection, this book helps a lot. As with anything, practice makes perfect
so if you haven't experienced a full gun disassembly, maybe this book is not for you. This book is
a must if you need reference to the proper way to disassemble guns and avoid 'live & learn'
mishaps.”



Basset Hound, “A good reference book for rifles. A good reference book for rifles. The manual
covers a wide variety of new and old common rifles I like the photos along with the text for
disassembly/ assembly. The tools required section is of good value.”

JOHN D CARLYLE, “Five Stars. Very nice book, and very informative.”

The book by Kevin Muramatsu has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 90 people have provided feedback.
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